Case Study

PCoIP Remote Workstation Solution
Powers Immersive Environment for
Offshore Operations Simulators
“The PCoIP Remote Workstation Solution, with Host Cards and Zero
Clients, is ideal. It doesn’t break the illusion, and that’s the goal of our
simulators – to make you forget you are in a simulator.”
JOEL ALEXANDER MILLS
CEO
OFFSHORE SIMULATOR CENTRE

AT A GLANCE
Situation

Offshore operations simulators
llÅlesund, Norway
ll23 employees
ll

Offshore Simulator Centre
AS (OSC) is the world’s most
advanced provider of simulators
for demanding offshore operations.
Since its start in 2004, OSC has
pioneered simulation of anchor
handling, platform supply vessel
operations, safer deck operations,
and crane operations including oil
rig, on-ship, and subsea lifting.
OSC delivers its unique team-based
training out of its headquarters in
Norway, and also supports remote
training centers implemented for
customers in France, Singapore,
Norway, and Australia.

Challenge

Supporting embedded workstations (cumbersome access; remote
locations)
llAccess to very high-end GPUs from all endpoints (driving sophisticated 3D
displays)
llAvoiding distractions for trainees (noisy computers break the illusion)
ll

Solution

Teradici PCoIP Remote Workstation Cards
llDell P25 and P45 PCoIP Zero Clients
®

ll

®

®

Results

Quiet, cool operation: Fewer distractions, for a better user experience.
Ease of support: No software updates for endpoints, and more reliable
operation.
llReal-time performance: Pixel-only downloads drive high-speed imagery
and high levels of interactivity for large teams of users.
llResource efficiency: GPUs can be centralized, remotely accessed, and
therefore easily shared across multiple simulator stations.
ll
ll
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“We have a very good solution, in terms
of remote control. And that means that
we give our customers a more reliable
solution.”

BJØRN AASE DIMMEN
PROJECT/PURCHASING MANAGER
OFFSHORE SIMULATOR CENTRE

On an oil rig or supply ship, inexperience can lead to catastrophe. Ten years
ago, the founders of the Offshore Simulator Centre (OSC) partnered with Aalesund
University College to deliver a new training concept aimed at increasing personnel
safety for demanding offshore operations. Today, OSC simulators allow “fullmission” team training within immersive virtual reality environments.
The first OSC simulators included multiple high-end workstations to drive the
immersive visuals, interactive touch screens, and all of the equipment displays
within the realistic bridge, engine room, rig and deck, and crane simulator
stations. Some early drawbacks had to be addressed to optimize the training
experiences:
llRigorous

connectivity requirements. Team simulation experiences called for
high-speed connections between the stations simulating the ship’s bridge,
engine room, on-deck environments, and different types of cranes. OSC
evaluated fiber and other connectivity options, with the main requirement
focused on the ability to deliver high volumes of data (including 3D imagery)
in real time.

llRemote

access of GPU resources. OSC simulators push high-end GPUs
to their limits, with 90% execution levels typical during training exercises.
Ideally, OSC wanted to centralize the GPUs and allow remote access from
the simulator stations.

llSupporting

off-site simulators. Besides hosting maritime training classes
at its headquarters, OSC’s main business involves the delivery and support of
simulators at customer sites around the world. Keeping workstations up to
date and operating reliably was time consuming and equipment failures often
disrupted mission-critical training.

Dell proposed a leading-edge remote access solution with the Teradici PCoIP
Remote Workstation Solution. “We are always looking at the technology available
to us,” explained Joel Mills, CEO, OSC. “We look for products that do what we
want, and then we push them to the limits. When Dell heard about our simulator
requirements, they told us about Teradici PCoIP remote workstation technology
and proposed that we replace workstation endpoints with zero clients. Our
simulators rely on a centralized architecture, and PCoIP made it easy to meet
all of the connectivity requirements. After we tested it out, we were impressed,
especially with the combination of the high-performance GPUs with the Teradici
PCoIP Remote Workstation solution.”
Based on the remote workstation design proposed by Dell, OSC deployed PCoIP
Zero Clients that are connected to centralized PCoIP Remote Workstation cards.
“No one wants a big tower workstation at their knees, generating noise and heat,”
said Mills. “The PCoIP Remote Workstation Solution, with Host Cards and Zero
Clients, is ideal. It doesn’t break the illusion, and that’s the goal of our simulators
– to make you forget you are in a simulator.”
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Bjørn Dimmen, purchasing and project manager at OSC, oversees the technical
support staff in Norway. Recently his team has upgraded to second-generation
Teradici solutions. “The Dell Wyse P25 and P45 PCoIP Zero Clients are great
in our main center as well as for all of the remote sites we support around the
world,” said Dimmen. “With the Teradici PCoIP Management Console, we can
manage the entire PCoIP Remote Workstation solution and have complete
visibility over the connected devices and their status. We have a very solid solution,
in terms of remote control. And that means that we give our customers a more
reliable solution.”

Products used
PCoIP Remote Workstation Cards
PCoIP Zero Clients
PCoIP Management Console

With the Teradici PCoIP Remote Workstation Solution, OSC simulators can
deliver imagery and data that mimics realistic operation and environmental
conditions. Some systems include interactive touch screens and equipment
displays.
“We can train a full crew – the captain, deck crews, and engineers all train
together for complicated operations,” said Mills. “Team interactions are an
essential element of the training. Many things can go wrong, even during a
familiar process like unloading containers from a supply ship to a rig or pulling
up an anchor. With centralized compute power and the PCoIP remote workstation
solution, we enable a level of virtual reality that lets crews experience and learn to
work in any imaginable conditions.”
OSC innovations present customers and support teams alike with dramatic
improvements. The Dell and Teradici PCoIP Remote Workstation solution provided
the flexibility to deploy simple and easy-to-manage endpoints for the best results.
The compact, quiet, and low-power form factor of PCoIP Zero Client endpoints
keeps simulator users focused and free from the distractions of noise and heat,
and makes it easy for support teams to maintain the stations.
“With our original simulators, getting at the workstations was a challenge,”
said Dimmen. “They were deployed in the console, in the bridge, under the floor.
Besides access issues, the noise was even worse than the heat. And updates were
a nightmare. The sound of a loud PC totally destroyed the illusion we were trying
to create. The Teradici PCoIP Remote Workstation Solution has made life so much
easier for our support teams.”
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